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Instruction
1. All solutions are given with the 2017 System
2. The Design and Set-Up of the Exercise Start with Simple to More Involving Questions

Note: The exercises and the solutions presented below are applicable to
TAZMOD model v1.7.
Part A: Simple Questions
Exercise 1: Navigating the TAZMOD interface
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

How many tax and how many benefit policies are there in TAZMOD v1.7?
In which policy would you find the amount of Fixed Basic Cash Transfer payable in respect
of a child, and what is the amount payable per month?
Which policy(s) define the model output?
Which poverty line is currently switched off in the model?
How many functions are there in the Variable Conditional Tax Transfer Policy?
How many systems are in TAZMOD v1.7?

Solution – Question A
There are 4 Tax policies and 3 Benefit policies in TAZMOD v1.7:
ttn_tz
tin_tz
tva_tz
tex_tz
bsa_tz
bchot_tz
bun_tz

TAX: Presumptive Income Tax
TAX: Income Tax
TAX: Value Added Tax
TAX: Excise Duty and VAT on Excise Duty items
BEN: PSSN Fixed Basic Cash Transfer
BEN: PSSN Variable Conditional Cash Transfer
BEN: Eligibility for Public Works

Solution – Question B
DEF: CONSTANTS
Constant Name: $fbct_child_amnt
Constant Amount: 4000#m (TSH 4,000 per month)

Solution – Question C
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output_std_tz
output_std_hh_tz

DEF: STANDARD OUTPUT INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
DEF: STANDARD OUTPUT HOUSEHOLD LEVEL (switched off)

Solution – Question D
Food Poverty Line

Solution – Question E
The Variable Conditional Tax Transfer Policy is called bchot_tz. It has 9 functions
DefVar
Elig
BenCalc
BenCalc
BenCalc
BenCalc
BenCalc
BenCalc
BenCalc
transfer

Defines intermediate variables
Basic eligibility criterion for VCCT
for children aged 0-6 inclusive.
assign max amount for 0-6s inclusive
for children aged 7-13 inclusive
assign max amount for7-13s inclusive
for children aged 14-17 inclusive
assign max amount for 14-17s inclusive
calculate total amount (before combining with bsa amount) of variable conditional cash

Solution – Question F
There are 4 systems: TZ_2012, TZ_2015, TZ_2016, TZ_2017 in TAZMOD v1.7
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Exercise 2: Exploring TAZMOD
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

What is meant by ‘the spine’?
Access the ‘uprating indices’ - how many indices are there? What are they? And list the
values for 2017.
Find the income list for ‘original income’. What is it called, and what are the income
components?
How many policy functions are used in TAZMOD?
Identify any policies using the SchedCalc function

Solution – Question A
The spine is the list of policies simulated by TAZMOD. Each policy is numbered (and ordered) in the main
window
Policies are executed in order by the programme and it is therefore imperative, for example, that policies
which depend on information generated by an earlier policy are positioned after that policy.

Solution – Question B
The Uprating Indices are accessed through the ‘Country Tools’ menu (see screenshot below)
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On Pressing ‘Uprating Indices’ the following table appears:

There are six uprating indices and the 2017 values are as follows:
Name of Uprating Index
Overall CPI (Base Dec 2015=100)
Food CPI (Base Dec 2015=100)
Non-Food CPI (Base Dec 2015=100)
Alcohol CPI (Base Dec 2015=100)
Tobacco CPI (Base Dec 2015=100)
Fuel (Base Dec 2015=100)

2017 Value
108.85
115.39
105.64
106.68
106.68
117.79

Solution – Question C
It is called ils_origy and comprises the seven income sources described below:
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Solution – Question D
There are four policy functions used in TAZMOD v1.7 - : Elig, ArithOp, BenCalc, SchedCalc

Solution – Question E
Two policies use the SchedCalc function, ttn_tz (Presumptive Income Tax), and tin_tz (Income Tax)
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Part B: Moderate Question
Exercise 3: Running TAZMOD
a.

b.

Run TAZMOD systems TZ_2015 and TZ_2017. Run Statistics Presenter to compare the
output of the two systems using consumption based distribution measures. Has poverty
and/or inequality increased or decreased between the two years?
Run Statistics Presenter to compare the output of the two systems using income based
distribution measures. Has poverty and/or inequality increased or decreased between the
two years?

Solution – Question A
First ensure that the ‘Countries’ menu is visible (if necessary, select ‘Countries’ tab) and then press Run
EUROMOD. This will reveal the dialogue below. Select TZ_2015 and TZ_2017 and then ‘Run’

When the Run is complete select the ‘Applications’ tab and press ‘Statistics Presenter’. See Screenshot
below:
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At the next dialogue Select:

Then select the two countries as follows:

Finally select ‘Consumption based’ distribution statistics:
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The results are as follows:

There has been a very small increase in both consumption poverty and inequality between the two years
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Solution – Question B
Follow the steps above but this time select ‘income based’ for the distribution statistics. Again, there has
been very little change in poverty or inequality across the two time points.
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Part C: Relatively Difficult Questions
For Questions 4 and 5 use the food poverty line for both the base system (TZ_2017) and the Reform
System. Create a new Reform System for each policy reform.

Exercise 4: Amending a Policy for the TZ_2017 system
[In all cases calculate the costs/savings of the new policy/policy modification and comment fully on
the impact on consumption-based poverty and inequality]
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Amend the Fixed Basic Cash Transfer adult rate from TSH 10,000 to TSH 15,000 per month.
Amend the VAT policy. Increase the VAT rate from 18% to 20%. How much extra VAT
would this raise?
Amend the Presumptive Tax policy. Increase the upper limit for presumptive tax from TSH
20,000,000 to TSH 25,000,000. How much will the government gain or lose in direct taxes?
Change the Poverty Line from the food poverty line to the basic poverty line for the 2017
system. How do the poverty rates compare?
Estimate the impact on poverty and inequality of the existing social transfers system using
the food poverty line.
Implement a reform scenario by amending the VAT policy as follows: a number of products
which had been included in the normal rate of VAT are now zero rated. These products are
dried fruits, roasted groundnuts, peas (dried), beans (dried), vegetables (dried), cassava
(dry) and all types of school uniforms. How much will the government lose in indirect
taxes?

All the following cases require the creation of a Reform System either by right clicking on TZ_2017 and
selecting Copy/Paste System or using the ‘Country Tools/Add System method. In both cases consider
naming the new System TZ_2017_ Reform_question number e.g. in the next case the new System would
be called TZ_2017_ Reform_4a.
For all the following examples go to the poverty_lines_tz policy and switch off the basic needs poverty
line ArithOp and switch on the food poverty line ArithOp:
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Solution – Question A
In the Reform System, navigate to the constdef_tz policy and then edit the $fbct_adult_amnt constant in
the reform system to TSH 15,000 per month and Run the Model.

After the model has been run, go to Applications/Statistics Presenter and run Statistics Presenter in
Comparison mode (See 3a above). Select Consumption based distribution statistics. The Output is as
follows:
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Solution – Question B
In the Reform System, navigate to the constdef_tz policy and then edit the $VAT_Rate constant in the
reform system from 0.18 to 0.18 and Run the Model.

After the model has been run, go to Applications/Statistics Presenter and run Statistics Presenter in
Comparison mode (See 3a above). Select Consumption based distribution statistics. We are interested only
in the first page where the output is as follows:
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Solution – Question C
As in the last example, this requires an amendment to the relevant constant. Just follow the steps in 4(b).

Now run the reform, run Statistics Presenter in Comparison Mode and examine the first page

Solution – Question D
In the reform system only, go to the poverty_lines_tz policy and switch on the basic needs poverty line
ArithOp and switch off the food poverty line ArithOp.

Run the reform system, run Statistics Presenter in Comparison Mode and examine the poverty page:
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Solution – Question E
Simply switch off all social transfer policies in the reform scenario that is switch off bsa_tz (BEN: PSSN Fixed
Basic Cash Transfer), bchot_tz (BEN: PSSN Variable Conditional Cash Transfer) and bun_s (BEN: Eligibility for
Public Works).

Run the reform system. There will be some warnings issued as we haven’t tidied up the income lists but
these will just say that the value of zero is assumed (which is what we want!). Run Statistics Presenter in
Comparison Mode and examine the poverty page:
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Solution – Question F
First locate the Standard Rated Items Income List il_exp_vat01. This is located in the ildef_tz policy at Row
2.14.
The income list contains all the expenditure items in the household survey. If the item is VATable there is a
‘+’ alongside it. If exempt or zero rated, then there is a ‘n/a’ alongside it. The items listed can be found as
follows:
Row

Variable name

Description

2.14.106

x0116800

dried fruit

2.14.108

x0116802

roasted groundnuts

2.14.128

x0117309

peas, dry

2.14.129

x0117310

beans, dry

2.14.146

x0117501

dried vegetables

2.14.151

x0117803

cassava dry

2.14.237

x0312125

school uniform, shirt

2.14.237

x0312126

school uniform, short

2.14.237

x0312127

school uniform, trouser

2.14.237

x0312128

school uniform, pullovers

2.14.237

x0312129

school uniform, socks

These items are all currently ‘+’ – make them ‘n/a’. Here is an example:
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Run the reform system. Run Statistics Presenter in Comparison Mode and examine the first page:
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Exercise 5: Introducing a new Policy for the TZ_2017 system
[In all cases calculate the costs/savings of the new policy/policy modification and comment fully on
the impact on consumption-based poverty and inequality]

a.
b.
c.
d.

Introduce a universal Old Age Benefit payable at TSD 20,000 per month for those aged 60
or over.
Amend the Old Age Benefit Policy so that those aged 75 or over receive an additional TSH
10,000 per month
Introduce a Child Benefit of TSH 15,000 per month in respect of children living in food poor
households
Introduce a universal Child Benefit of TSH 15,000 per month to replace any assistance
through the PSSN (FBCT and VCCT). Compare the results both with the baseline system and
the results of question 5c.

For all new policies it is important to first think about the name of the output variable. This is because, by
convention, the policy name reflects the name of the output variable. In order to check whether an
output variable has already been introduced to TAZMOD it is important to navigate to the
“administration tools” and select “variables”. A benefit variable must begin with a b or p. If the variable
has already been created it can be found in the variables list in the left-hand pane. If this is the case then
this variable can be used as the output variable and as the basis for the policy name. If not, the variable
must be added to the list. This may involve creating a new acronym which needs to follow specific
acronym builder rules.

In exercise 5a below, the old age benefit simulated variable named boa_s is already in the list and so can
be used. The policy name will be boa_tz.
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Solution – Question A
The first step after creating a new reform system, is to add a new policy. This is achieved by right clicking on
the policy above (or below) where you want to insert the policy on the spine and selecting Add Policy after
(or before) and you will then be prompted for the type of Policy (Benefit) and then a policy name. As we
have seen the appropriate policy name in this case will be boa_tz.
Having introduced the new policy it will then be important to add a function. In this case we will add the
function BenCalc. This is achieved by right clicking on the policy name and selecting Add Function/ BenCalc.

It will also be important to add the new constant for the amount of the old age benefit. For this go to the
constant policy constdef_tz, and right click on the last constant ($food_pov_line) and select Show Add
Parameter Form.
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In the Add Parameter Form check placeholder and close. This will insert a placeholder after the last
constant. You can then name the constant $old_age_benefit_amount and insert the amount in the reform
scenario.

Now we turn back to the Ben Calc we have inserted and begin to populate it. For the condition
(Comp_Cond), this will be {dag>=60}. For the Comp_perTU this will be the constant for the amount of old
age benefit. The output variable will be boa_s and the TAX UNIT will be the individual. Thus:

It is crucial to turn both the policy and the function on!
Finally, add the new benefit to the two income lists – simulated benefits (ils_bensim) and ils_pen (the latter
is necessary for statistics presenter to compute the costs of the benefit).
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Now run the reform. As a first check, click the Excel button in applications to ensure that every 60 and over
person is receiving the amount. Then run statistics presenter in the comparison mode to assess the costs
and the impact on poverty and inequality.
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Solution – Question B
There are two ways to achieve this. In either case, first create a new system based on the system used in
question 5a (which contains the old-age benefit already modelled). Then, add a new constant below the
constant previously introduced for the old age benefit, this time called something like $old_age_topup and
insert the top up amount in the reform system.
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The first, and most straightforward, solution is to add a second BenCalc after the first (by right clicking on
the first BenCalc and selecting Add Function After/Bencalc. In this case the Comp_Cond will be set to
{dag>=75}, the Comp_perTU will be the constant for the top up amount ($old_age_topup), and the
TAX_UNIT will be tu_individual_tz. The output variable will again be boa_s but this time it will need to be
added to the amount in boa_s created in the previous BenCalc. This is achieved by clicking on the
parameter name (output_VAR). This will cause a prompt to display asking whether this should be switched
to output_add_var. Choosing this option will mean that the additional TSH 10,000 will be added to the
amount allocated by the first BenCalc. Again, remember to switch the function on!

Now run the reform system and then first check using the Excel application to ensure that the policy
performs as intended. Then run statistics presenter and examine the output.
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The alternative method involves a modification to the first BenCalc. First, delete the second BenCalc you
just introduced. You should now right click on the parameter Comp_perTU and select Show Add Parameter
Form and check both Comp_Cond and Comp_perTU, select add then close the form. This will then have
added a second group of Comp_Cond and Comp_perTU.

These should then be completed as in the previous example.
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You will find that the single BenCalc achieves the same result as in the previous example.

Solution – Question C
First create a new system. As was the case with the introduction of the old-age benefit, we first need to
check that there is an appropriate variable (or whether we need to construct one). Therefore, navigate to
the “administration tools” and select “variables” and check! In fact, there is a suitable variable called bch_s.
So, select an appropriate place on the spine. Right click on the policy before or after where you want to
place the new policy. When you insert a new benefit policy - follow exactly the same procedure as in the
old-age benefit example but in this case name the policy bch_tz. Next insert a new BenCalc function - again
follow the same procedure as with the old-age benefit.
As with the previous example, we then need to add a new constant. Again following the steps taken for the
old-age benefit you can have a new constant in the constant policy. For this go to the constant policy
constdef_tz, and right click on the last constant ($food_pov_line) and select Show Add Parameter Form. In
the Add Parameter Form check placeholder and close. This will insert a placeholder after the last constant.
You can then name the constant such as $child_benefit_amount and insert the amount (15000#m) in the
reform scenario.

Next, return to the BenCalc we inserted in the new bch_tz policy. First we must decide on the definition of
a child. This will typically be a person under 18. Next, we must check in the DRD whether there is a variable
to indicate food poverty or whether we must use the food poverty line constant. In fact there is an
appropriate variable dfp , which is set to 1 for all members of a food poor household. We now have all the
information for the Comp_Cond : {dag>=0} & {dag<18} & {dfp=1}.
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For the Comp_perTU we have already inserted the amount as a constant. We know the output variable
name (bch_s) and we should also set the TAX_UNIT to individual.
The policy should now look as follows:

Finally, add the new benefit to the two income lists – simulated benefits (ils_bensim) and ils_bch (the latter
is necessary statistics presenter to compute the costs of the benefit).
Now run the policy, check it works using Excel and then examine the output in Statistics Presenter.
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Solution – Question D
In this case we need to create a new system which is based on the system we created for question 5c. This
system and indeed the child benefit policy it contains make a good starting point for this revision to the
policy. As this particular variant of child benefit policy is payable to all children in Tanzania there is no need
for the food policy test in the Comp_Cond condition. This should now simply be: {dag>=0} & {dag<18}. Also,
as the amount of the benefit is the same, we do not need to alter the constants nor the reference to the
constant in parameter Comp_perTU. The output variable can also remain the same. So, the completed
policy looks like this:

However, in addition we need to switch off the current PSSN benefits (FBCT and VCCT). There is no need to
make amendments to the income lists as the amendments we made in respect of 5c still apply.
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Now run the policy, check it works using Excel and then examine using the required comparisons using
Statistics Presenter.
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